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What is charge density at the What is charge density at the 
center of the neutron?center of the neutron?

Neutron has no charge, but charge density Neutron has no charge, but charge density 
need not vanishneed not vanish
Is central density positive or negative?Is central density positive or negative?



4π r2ρn(r)



One gluon exchange  also gives
positive central charge density
One gluon exchange  also givesOne gluon exchange  also gives
positive central charge densitypositive central charge density

Friar, Ellis et al, Friar, Ellis et al, IsgurIsgur & Karl& Karl
dddd one gluon interaction is repulsiveone gluon interaction is repulsive

Main question  today: obtain model Main question  today: obtain model 

indindependent informationependent information



OutlineOutlineOutline
Electromagnetic form factorsElectromagnetic form factors
Light cone coordinates, Light cone coordinates, kinematickinematic
subgroupsubgroup
Generalized Generalized partonparton distribution functionsdistribution functions
Bit of math Bit of math 
Two dimensional  Fourier transform of FTwo dimensional  Fourier transform of F1 ,  1 ,  
gives gives ρρ(b)  (b)  SoperSoper ’’7777
Data analysisData analysis



What is a form factor? How to tell 
how big something is?

What is a form factor? How to tell What is a form factor? How to tell 
how big something is?how big something is?
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DefinitionsDefinitions

2

Interpretation- Breit frame 

GE is helicity flip matrix element of J0

GM is helicity conserving matrix element of Ji



Interpretation of Sachs - GE(Q2) is 
Fourier transform of charge density
Interpretation of Sachs Interpretation of Sachs -- GGEE(Q(Q22) is ) is 

Fourier transform of charge densityFourier transform of charge density
Correct non-relativisticaly

φ is frame dependent, 
interpretation of Sachs wrong 

φ invariant under Galilean transformation



Why relativity if Q2¿ M2Why relativity if QWhy relativity if Q22¿¿ MM22

QCDQCD-- photon hits photon hits ≈≈ masslessmassless
quarksquarks

No matter how small QNo matter how small Q22 is, thereis, there
is a boost correction that is is a boost correction that is ∝∝ QQ22

FF11 ∼∼ QQ22(|(|ψψ||22+C/(m+C/(mqqRRNN))22))



Light cone coordinatesLight cone coordinatesLight cone coordinates



Relativistic formalism-
kinematic subgroup of Poincare

Relativistic formalismRelativistic formalism--
kinematickinematic subgroup of Poincaresubgroup of Poincare

Lorentz transformation Lorentz transformation ––transverse transverse 
velocity vvelocity v

k- chosen so k2 not changed

Just like non-relativistic



Why light cone coordinates?Why light cone coordinates?Why light cone coordinates?

Deep inelastic scattering:Deep inelastic scattering:

z1,t1 z2,t2

z1-z2=c(t2-t1) 
z1+ct

1
=z2+ct2     x+=fixed



Generalized Parton DistributionGeneralized Parton DistributionGeneralized Parton Distribution

A+=0, t=(p-p’)2  = -Q2 =-



Generalized Parton DistributionGeneralizedGeneralized PartonParton DistributionDistribution

Hq(x,0)=q(x)  (PDF)



transverse center of mass R



Integrate over xIntegrate over x

Density and matrix 
element of γ+



Burkardt



Soper ‘77



Main resultMain result

Soper ‘77

τ=Q2/4M2
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Results

Arrington

Kelly



Negative F1
means central 
density negative



Neutron InterpretationNeutron Interpretation
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Neutron Form Factors in LFCBMNeutron Form Factors in LFCBM
Miller 2002Miller 2002

This gives negative F1



Charge symmetry 

ρu=ρp-ρn/2   ρd=ρp-2ρn



?Quark interpretation??Quark interpretation?

b=0, high transverse momentum, low b=0, high transverse momentum, low 
BjorkenBjorken xx
low x, sealow x, sea
u bar u is suppressed by Pauli principal, u bar u is suppressed by Pauli principal, 
Signal & Thomas Signal & Thomas 



Summary Summary 
Model independent information on charge Model independent information on charge 
densitydensity

• Central charge density of 
neutron is negative 

• Evidence for pion cloud at 
large b



What do electromagnetic form What do electromagnetic form 
factors measure?factors measure?
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